# AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES

**AIS 537A—Nation Building I**
- Code: 87017
- Professor: Ronald Trosper
- Days: Tu
- Time: 3:30PM-5:50PM

**AIS 541A—National Resource Management in Native Communities**
- Code: 75534
- Professor: TBA
- Days: TBA

**AIS 597A—Descriptive Linguistics for Native American Languages**
- Code: 75486
- Professor: Wilson de Lima Silva
- Days: We
- Time: 9:00AM-1:00PM

# ANTHROPOLOGY

**ANTH 562A—Archaeological Quantitative Methods**
- Code: 91363
- Professor: Steven Kuhn
- Days: TuTh
- Time: 9:30AM-10:45AM

**ANTH 613—Culture and Power**
- Code: 91364
- Professor: Brian Silverstein
- Days: Tu
- Time: 3:30PM-6:00PM

**ANTH 620—Linguistic Field Techniques**
- Code: 91365
- Professor: Jessica Nelson
- Days: Tu
- Time: 11:00AM-1:30PM

**ANTH 637—Archaeological Methodology**
- Code: 67524
- Professor: Steven Kuhn
- Days: Mo
- Time: 12:30PM-3:00PM

**ANTH 680—Foundations in Linguistic Anthropology**
- Code: 94207
- Professor: Qing Zhang
- Days: Th
- Time: 3:30PM-6:00PM

# COMMUNICATION

**COMM 571—Research Methodologies II**
- Code: 81776
- Professor: Joseph Bonito
- Days: MoWe
- Time: 9:30AM-10:45AM

# DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE

**DVP 640—Methods in Development Practice**
- Code: 94860
- Professor: Katherine Snyder
- Days: Tu
- Time: 1:00PM-3:30PM

# ENGLISH

**ENGL 501—Advanced Creative Writing Nonfiction Writing**
- Code: 53366
- Professor: Alison Deming
- Days: We
- Time: 3:15PM-5:45PM
ENGL 587—Assessment in Second/Foreign Language Learning
93060  Janice McGregor  Mo 4:00PM-6:30PM

ENGL 595A—Professional Studies
53370  Lynda Zwinger  We 12:00PM-12:50PM
53371  Cristina Ramirez  We 1:00PM-2:00PM
84204  Ander Monson  Fr 10:00AM-10:50AM

ENGL 613—Methods of Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
79631  Jonathon Reinhardt  Tu 6:00PM-8:30PM

GEOGRAPHY AND DEVELOPMENT

GEOG 500—Research Design
53903  Diana Liverman  Th 3:00PM-5:30PM

GEOG 514—Analytic Methods in Planning and Strategic Management
77325  TBA  TBA

GEOG 597F—Community and School Garden Workshop
71348  Jill Williams  Mo 5:00PM-6:30PM

GEOG 695B—Preparing Future Faculty in Geography: Professional Development
53932  Greg Barron-Gafford  Fr 1:00PM-2:00PM

GEOG 695D—Preparing Future Faculty in Geography: Professional Development
91253  Connie Woodhouse  Tu 2:00PM-3:00PM

HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICE

HRTS 596B—Cutting-Edge Advances in Human Rights Practice
94955  Mette Brogden  Online

INFORMATION

INFO 507—Information Research Methods
86081  Elizabeth Williams  Tu 5:30PM-8:00PM

INFO 608—Managing the Information Organization
88471  Carla Stoffle  Tu 6:00PM-8:30PM
JOURNALISM

JOUR 539—Ethics and Diversity in the News Media
88405 Linda Lumsden   TuTh 12:30PM-1:45PM

JOUR 589—Survey of Research Methods
69826 Jeannine Relly   We 1:00PM-3:30PM

LINGUISTICS

LING 507—Statistical Analysis for Linguistics
81470 Natasha Warner   TuTh 12:30PM-1:45PM

LING 539—Statistical Natural Language Processing
94400 Steven Bethard   TuTh 9:30AM-10:45AM

LING 581—Advanced Computational Linguistics
67196 Sandiway Fong   TuTh 3:30PM-4:45PM

LING 689—Professionalism in Linguistics
67197 Natasha Warner   Tu 5:00PM-5:50PM

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

LIS 506—Research Methods for Library and Information Professionals
94564 Patrick Heidorn   Th 5:30PM-8:00PM

PHILOSOPHY

PHIL 596A—Ethics
92271 Julia Annas   Mo 3:30PM-6:00PM

POLITICAL SCIENCE

POL 682—Quantitative Methodology II
77251 Frank Gonzalez   Mo 1:00PM-3:30PM

POL 687—Experimental Design
94626 Samara Klar   Th 12:30PM-3:00PM

POL 697A—Professional Norms & Teaching
84772 Alex Braithwaite   We 9:00AM-11:00AM
POL 697C—Professional Norms & the Job Market

85443  Alex Braithwaite  We 11:00AM-1:00PM

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION & POLICY

PA 505—Methods for Program Evaluation

56350  Adam Henry  Tu 5:30PM-7:50PM

PA 514—Analytic Methods in Planning and Strategic Management

77324  TBA  TBA

PA 555—Statistics for Public Policy II

79625  Laura Bakkensen  We 5:30PM-8:00PM

PA 597W—Grantwriting

56368  Mary Pitot  Tu 5:30PM-8:00PM

SOCIOLOGY

SOC 526—Methods for Social Network Analysis

92718  Ronald Breiger  MoWe 2:00PM-3:15PM

SOC 570B—Social Statistics

76014  Jeremy Fiel, Staff  TuTh 11:00AM-12:15PM; We 9:00AM-10:00AM

SOC 575—Advanced Social Research Methods

68110  Erin Leahey  TuTh 12:30PM-1:45PM

SOC 595C—Graduate Training: Negotiating the Job Market

81817  Joseph Galaskiewicz  Fr 10:30AM-11:20AM